Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in Molecular Medicine

Tuesdays @ 11:30 am – 12:30 pm 1459 PBDB

Workshops & Seminars – Fall 2018

August 21 
Stefan Strack, Professor, Pharmacology and Samuel Young, Associate Professor, Anatomy & Cell Biology

August 28 
Andrea Hallberg (Robert Cornell’s lab) and Koon-Yee (Arielle) Lam (Bryan Phillips lab) 
Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

September 4 
Kaylia Duncan (Robert Cornell’s lab) 
Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

September 11 
Michael Tomasson, Professor, Internal Medicine and Mary Wilson, Professor, Internal Medicine

September 18 
Paul McCray, Professor, Pediatrics

September 25 
Andy Frank, Associate Professor, Anatomy and Cell Biology and Kris DeMali, Associate Professor, Biochemistry

October 2 
Ying Hsu (Val Sheffield's lab) and Morgan Sturgeon (Robert Cornell’s lab) 
Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

October 9 
Philippe Soriano, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY co-sponsored with the Department of Pharmacology, Student Invited Speaker (Sheps King-Mcalpin, student host)

October 16 
Marcus Toral (Vinit Mahajan’s lab) and Sunny Huang (Val Sheffield's lab) 
Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

October 23 
Pete Lollar, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA co-sponsored with Hematology/Oncology, Steven Lentz and Anil Chauhan (faculty hosts)

November 1 
Rotation Talks #1: Qierra Brockman, Adam Fitzsimmons, Anne Holtz

**THURSDAY** 4:00 – 5:00 p.m.
1459 PBDB

November 6 
Rotation Talks #2: George Marcotte, Kara Misel, Zishan Zhang

November 13 
Carol Ann Sartorius, University of Denver, Denver, CO co-sponsored with Holden Comprehensive Cancer Center – Breast Cancer Program, Songhai Chen (faculty host)

November 20 
Bradley Hamilton (Joseph Zabner’s lab) and Rebecca Autenried (Dale Abel’s lab) 
Molecular Medicine Graduate Students

November 27 
Thanksgiving Break

December 4 (MOVED) 
RESCHEDULED to February 7 - Andrew Kowalczyk, Emory University, Atlanta Georgia co-sponsored with the Department of Biochemistry, Kris DeMali (faculty host)

For additional information, contact Paulette Villhauer in the Interdisciplinary Office. Paulette-villhauer@uiowa.edu